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Abstract
Two suggested moments of rapidity gaps are studied on π+p and K+p collisions at 250 GeV/c. The experimental results are
compared with those obtained from PYTHIA simulation. The efficiency of the method is discussed.
 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
In the recent decade, the study of event-to-event
fluctuations has become an important direction in the
field of multiparticle production [1]. How to effec-
tively measure these fluctuations is a current prob-
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Open access under CC BY license.lem in the field. In the previous Letter [2], we have
demonstrated that a method [3] based on event fac-
torial moments is dominated by statistical noise at
multiplicities as encountered in our experiment. In
this Letter, we present an analysis in terms of the
recently suggested moments of rapidity gaps [4].
This still contains important information on the mo-
mentum distribution of produced particles and is
considered to be more effective than the former
method, in particular when the average multiplicity is
low.
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rapidities of two neighboring particles in an event,
(1)xi =Xi+1 −Xi, i = 0, . . . , n,
where X0 = 0 and Xn+1 = 1 are the boundaries, Xi
(i = 0, . . . , n) is the cumulative variable [5]
(2)Xi(yi)=
yi∫
a
ρ(y)dy
[ b∫
a
ρ(y)dy
]−1
,
where a and b are the extreme points of the single-
particle distribution ρ(y) (ordered from small to large)
of rapidity yi of the ith particle, which is free from
the influence of energy conservation on the rapidity
distribution and is uniformly distributed from 0 to 1,
n is the total number of particles in the event. The set
Se of n+ 1 numbers: Se = {xi | i = 0, . . . , n} provides
information on the rapidity distribution of all particles
in the event. A quantitative characteristic of a single
event is, therefore, given by the moments of its rapidity
gaps:
(3)Gq = 1
n+ 1
n∑
i=0
x
q
i ,
or:
(4)Hq = 1
n+ 1
n∑
i=0
(1 − xi)−q, n q + 1,
where the moment order q is an integer. Gq and Hq
vary from event to event. Since the region of xi is
between 0 and 1, the Gq are less than unity and the
Hq amplify the Gq and are larger than unity. Hwa and
Zhang [4] suggest the event sample averages:
(5)sq =−〈Gq lnGq〉,
(6)σq = 〈Hq lnHq〉
as descriptions of event-to-event fluctuations of the
sample. However, according to this description, the
statistical fluctuations are included. In order to reduce
the statistical fluctuations, the authors suggest to
determine sq and σq for a purely statistical sample as
(7)sstq =−
〈
Gstq lnGstq
〉
,
(8)σ stq =
〈
H stq lnH stq
〉and to define
(9)Sq = sq
sstq
,
(10)Σq = σq
σ stq
,
as measures of event-to-event fluctuations giving the
so-called erraticity in terms of rapidity gaps. The
measure Sq has recently been tested successfully in
heavy ion collision [6].
In this Letter, these two moments are presented
for π+p and K+p collisions at 250 GeV/c. They
are compared with the corresponding results from
PYTHIA 5.720 [7].
2. The data sample [8]
In the CERN experiment NA22, the European
Hybrid Spectrometer (EHS) was equipped with the
Rapid Cycling Bubble Chamber (RCBC) as an active
target and exposed to a 250 GeV/c tagged, positive,
meson enriched beam. In data taking, a minimum bias
interaction trigger was used.
Charged-particle tracks are reconstructed from hits
in the wire- and drift-chambers of the two-lever-
arm magnetic spectrometer and from measurements
in the bubble chamber. The momentum resolution
varies from 1–2% for tracks reconstructed in RCBC,
to 1–2.5% for tracks reconstructed in the first lever
arm and is 1.5% for tracks reconstructed in the full
spectrometer.
Events are accepted for the analysis when the mea-
sured and reconstructed charged-particle multiplicity
are the same, charge balance is satisfied, no electron is
detected among the secondary tracks and the number
of badly reconstructed (and therefore rejected) tracks
is 0. The loss of events during measurement and recon-
struction is corrected for by applying a multiplicity-
dependent event weight normalized to the topologi-
cal cross sections. Elastic events are excluded. Fur-
thermore, an event is called single-diffractive and ex-
cluded from the sample if the total charged-particle
multiplicity is smaller than 8 and at least one of the
positive tracks has a Feynman variable |xF |> 0.88.
For laboratory-momenta pLAB < 0.7 GeV/c, the
range in the bubble chamber and/or the change of track
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a visual ionization scan is used forpLAB < 1.2 GeV/c.
Positive particles with pLAB > 150 GeV/c are given
the identity of the beam particle. Other particles with
momenta pLAB > 1.2 GeV/c are not identified and are
treated as pions.
After all cuts, the inelastic, non-single-diffractive
sample consists of 44 524 π+p and K+p events.
In spite of the electron rejection mentioned above,
residual Dalitz decay and γ conversion near the vertex
still contribute to the two-particle correlations. Their
influence on our results has been investigated in detail
in [9].
In this Letter, the analysis is performed in the
rapidity range −2 y  2.
3. Statistical sample
The statistical sample is constructed in the follow-
ing way: for an event of n charged particles, its cu-
mulative rapidity variables are produced by n random
numbers uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. Its multiplic-
ity distribution is taken from the experimental data.
4. Results and discussions
The two rapidity-gap moments, Eqs. (9) and (10),
are presented in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The solid
points are the results from the data and the open
triangles and circles are those from PYTHIA MC
with and without Bose–Einstein correlations (BEC),
respectively. It is interesting to note that both the Sq
andΣq values significantly deviate from unity for both
data and PYTHIA. This implies that these measures of
erraticity are indeed statistically significant [4].
The differences between the results of PYTHIA MC
with and without Bose–Einstein correlations (BEC)
are very small in lnSq . They are relatively larger in
Σq , but they do not account for those with the data
and the tendency of variation with q is similar.
The lines in Fig. 1 correspond to a fit from q = 3 to
9, indicating power-law behavior,
(11)lnSq =A+ α lnq,
in both the data and PYTHIA with BEC. Here, α =
0.319 ± 0.015 for the data and α = 0.188 ± 0.005Fig. 1. lnSq vs. lnq. Solid points are NA22 data and open triangles
and circles are PYTHIA with and without BEC, respectively. The
solid line is the fit to the experimental data, and the dashed line the
fit to PYTHIA with BEC, according to Eq. (11).
Fig. 2. lnΣq vs. q. Solid points are NA22 data and open triangles
and circles are PYTHIA with and without BEC, respectively. The
solid line is the fit to the experimental data, the dashed line the fit to
PYTHIA with BEC, according to Eq. (12).
for PYTHIA, while the value obtained from ECOMB
(Eikonal Color Mutation Branching) model in [10]
was α = 0.156. We see that the result of Sq from
PYTHIA is closer to those from the NA22 data than
ECOMB, although PYTHIA fails to reproduce the
power-law behavior of the factorial moments (inter-
mittency) observed in the data [11], while ECOMB is
a new model specially constructed to account for the
intermittency effect.
In Fig. 2, the fit corresponds to
(12)lnΣq =A′ + βq,
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ln sq of the NA22 data and PYTHIA, respectively. Open circles and
triangles correspond to ln sstq of purely statistical samples for NA22
and PYTHIA, respectively.
where β = 0.335± 0.038 in the data and β = 0.064±
0.022 in PYTHIA with BEC. Again, PYTHIA underes-
timates the results both in absolute value and slope of
the q dependence. The corresponding slope of ECOMB
is β = 0.28 [10], much closer to the data than that of
PYTHIA. To fully understand the results, it should be
noted that lnΣq depends strongly on the number of
events [12] and that the number of the present exper-
iment is marginal in this respect. The very different
behavior of lnSq and lnΣq vs. q shown by PYTHIA
demonstrates that Hq is not simply an amplification
of Gq .
For comparison, ln sq and lnσq for the data, Eqs. (5)
and (6), and for the purely statistical sample, Eqs. (7)
and (8), are presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
Solid points and triangles correspond to NA22 data
and PYTHIA, respectively, open circles and triangles
to the purely statistical sample using the multiplicity
distributions of NA22 and PYTHIA, respectively.
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that ln sstq of NA22 and
PYTHIA are very close to each other. The small differ-
ence is due to the difference in average multiplicity of
these two samples, 〈n〉NA22 = 6.97 and 〈n〉PYTHIA =
6.47. This difference becomes more obvious when
the moment order is higher. An important observation
is that the measure for purely statistical fluctuations,
ln sstq , is indeed smaller than that of the corresponding
data samples, ln sq . The results from PYTHIA under-
estimate those from the data. The difference increases
with increasing moment order.Fig. 4. lnσq and lnσ stq vs. q. Solid points and triangles correspond
to ln sq of the NA22 data and PYTHIA, respectively. Open circles
and triangles correspond to ln sstq of purely statistical samples for
NA22 and PYTHIA, respectively.
The corresponding measures lnσq and lnσ stq given
in Fig. 4 support the conclusions drawn from Fig. 3.
5. Summary
Two kinds of rapidity gap moments are studied on
π+p and K+p collisions at 250 GeV/c. Significant
non-statistical event-to-event fluctuations (erraticity)
are indeed observed. Current models, such as PYTHIA
and ECOMB, no matter whether they can reproduce
the power-law behavior of factorial moments (inter-
mittency) or not, underestimate these erraticity mea-
sures for the NA22 data.
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